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Agenda for today’s discussion

▪ Even before the financial crisis that began in the fall of 2008, Americans of all ages and 
income groups were woefully unprepared for retirement 
– The average American working household will fall 37 percent short of the income they need 

in retirement
– This lack of preparedness is driven less by the recent stock market upheaval and more 

fundamentally by a lack of accessibility of retirement plans, insufficient savings rates for 
those that do have retirement plans and poor investment choices, particularly around 
managing in-retirement risks

▪ Although consumers are increasingly anxious and aware of their predicament they have 
not really taken action, but are starting to realize they will need help
– Consumers are increasingly anxious about the state of their retirement security but are 
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– Consumers are increasingly anxious about the state of their retirement security but are 
uncertain about how to fix their issues

– However consumers are increasingly realizing they will need help as illustrated by their 
appetite for advice and guaranteed income solutions in employer sponsored plans

▪ Consistent focus around four policy principles can dramatically improve the state of 
American households’ retirement security
– Improving the accessibility of retirement plans
– Increasing the participation and savings rate for all Americans but especially lower and 

middle income households
– Helping Americans better manage in-retirement risks to draw a stable ‘retirement paycheck’
– Enabling Americans to work longer



90

155

395

37%

10%

1,045

How much does the average American working household need 
to save for retirement?
$ ‘000s, in 2007 dollars, savings required at retirement

The average American working household will lack 37% of the income it 
will need for a safe and dignified retirement

Savings gap

Personal and guaranteed savings

Savings gap at 
retirement = 37%
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400

Social 
Security 
payout

90

Pension
plan
payout

Personal 
savings, 
including 
401(k) and 
IRA

Savings 
gap

10%

17%

37%

Total 
required 
savings 
retirement

1 The average American worker represents the middle income ($50-100K)  40-59 years old HHs 
2 Total savings required estimation based on annual spend at retirement and post-retirement change in expenditure; assumes replacement ratio of ~100%, based on 

Aon Consulting’s 2008 report on post-retirement change in expenditure

SOURCE: McKinsey Consumer Retirement Readiness Model

RRI=100*(1-savings gap)=63 63

RRI



Americans of all ages and income groups – not just lower and middle 
income households – are unprepared for retirement
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Retirement readiness index for households by age and income
▪ 30-39 year olds face the greatest gap

and  will need more personal savings 
because of lower DB penetration rates but 
have more time to close their gap

▪ Transitioning retirees (60-65 year olds) 
have the smallest savings gap of the 
three age cohorts, thanks to their high 
DB savings, allowing them not to rely 
heavily on personal savings

▪ Pre-retirees (40-59 year olds) have less 
guaranteed income than their older 
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1  Income segments <20K and >250K and age segments <30 and 65+ have not been shown

SOURCE: SCF, 2007; McKinsey Consumer Retirement Readiness Model
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Transitioning-retiree
(60-65 years old)

Pre-retiree
(40-59 years old)

Accumulator
(30-39 years old)

63

58

90

83

49

47

Age segments

guaranteed income than their older 
counterparts due to lower DB penetration, 
and have less time to close the savings 
gap before retirement

▪ Low-income households receive a high 
share of required income from Social 
Security but still have a very high gap 
due to low DC/IRA participation rates. 
This segment is also the least able to cut 
discretionary spending to improve their 
retirement preparedness, since 80% of 
their income goes to basic needs such as 
food, housing and healthcare



And the recent market downturn has further exacerbated the problem, 
with approximately $1.2 trillion losses in DC assets

Total estimated DC assets
$ Billions

Estimated 
change (%)

2,361

4,502

Equity
3,333

-26%

DC assets 
declined by a 

larger 
percentage than 
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-39%

-23%

+2%

-23%

+3%

-39%

SOURCE: Investment Company Institute; Cerulli; McKinsey analysis

528
409

351
358

1,440

139

803

320

2007

108

823

195

2008E

Fixed income

Balanced

Target-date/lifestyle funds

Stable value/GIC/
money market funds

Other (e.g. company stock, 
brokerage)

percentage than 
overall financial 

assets of 
consumers 

(26% vs. 18% 
respectively)



Although consumers are increasingly anxious and aware of their 
predicament they have not really taken action, but are starting to realize 
they will need help

▪ Consumer anxiety is spiking overall and in particular 
for DC participants

▪ However, consumers are staying the course, 
uncertain about how to fix their issues
– Only 37% made changes to their investment 

portfolios
– Only 17% changed DC contribution levels and 19% 
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– Only 17% changed DC contribution levels and 19% 
rebalanced their DC portfolio

▪ Consumers are increasing savings, cutting spend 
and deleveraging; investing incremental savings 
into more conservative investments

▪ However consumers are increasingly realizing they 
will need help:
– Increased appetite for advice 
– Increased appetite for guaranteed income 

solutions in employer sponsored plans

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey
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57

49

61

53

62

72
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Market 
fluctuations

Inflation/tax 
increases

Interest rates

2009

2007

2004

Pre-retirees who consider these risks “extremely/very important” when planning 
for retirement
Percent

Consumers are increasingly aware and anxious about their predicament
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15

35

44

28

41

49

56

49

55

57

58

61

Lack of 
guaranteed Income

Health expenses

Longevity

Social Security 
Benefits

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey



38
Rebalanced allocation 
towards conservative portfolio

Purchased products that grow

However consumers are staying the course – Most of them did not make 
changes to their investment portfolios…

Didn’t make
changes

4%

Don’t
know

Percent of consumers that made 
changes to investment portfolios 
in the last 6 months

Top changes made to investment portfolio in 
last 6 months (Percent)
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23

25

32
Purchased products that grow
at a guaranteed rate of return

Purchased currently
undervalued stocks

Moved significant assets
to cash/cash equivalents

37%
Made
changes

59%

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey



… And even fewer consumers made changes to their employer sponsored 
retirement plans

17%

Made
changes

Didn’t make
changes

Didn’t make
changes

4

Couldn’t

Consumers who made changes to 
their employer sponsored account 
asset allocation in the last 6 months

Consumers who made changes to their 
contribution levels in their employer 
sponsored account in the last 6 months
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17%

83%

19
Made
changes77

4

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey



Those who did make changes tried to reduce their risk levels by 
rebalancing allocations toward conservative assets with conservative 
investments capturing flows

Flows by product type2

June-December 2008, $Billion

78

214Cash/cash equivalents

Fixed income
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1 Total financial assets at year-end: 2005 = $42.9T; 2006 = $47.4T; 2007 = $49.8T; 2008 = $40.8T
2 Cash/cash equivalents includes money market funds, checking deposits and currency; Fixed income includes all corporate bonds and government bonds; Guaranteed 

deposits includes CDs and Savings deposits; Mutual funds include equity and fixed income mutual funds; Equities includes stocks and ETFs

-253

-181

27

Equities

Guaranteed deposits

Mutual funds



The majority of consumers are cutting spend… Which is dramatically increasing savings rates

Consumers are also reducing spend and deleveraging, increasing their 
savings rate

60%
Have cut back on my 
spending

15%
Considering cutting back on my 
spending

11%
Considering taking up 
new/more employment

5.0

US Personal Savings Rate as a % of 
Disposable Personal Income
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…And/or are deleveraging

SOURCE: US Bureau of Economic Analysis 

54%
Making my loan payments 
as per schedule

19%
I am looking to get rid of 
my loans by paying-down more

4%
Renegotiate my loans
with my institution

1.8

0.60.7
0.4

2005 2006 2007 2008 Jan-09

+65%



However, although consumers have taken some near-term steps, these 
could be masking a deeper sense of denial about the long term – Few 
consumers plan to postpone retirement…

Pre-retiree perception of future retirement plans
Percent

Plan to retire earlier or as planned

Plan to postpone retirement

Average planned 
retirement age 

63 61 64 67

47
Plan to retire 
at same age
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retirement age 
remains 64 years, 

hasn’t changed 
since 2007

8 11 7
7

9

Mass 
affluent

Affluent HNWMass 
market

All Pre-
retirees1

26

3

24

4

26

3

25

1

39

5

Plan to retire earlier 
than planned

Plan to postpone 
retirement

Don’t think they will 
ever retire

1 Mass market  are consumers with <$100K investable assets, Mass affluent have $100K-$250K, Affluent  have $250K-$1m, HNW have >$1m

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey



… But rather plan to reduce the legacy they leave

2007 2009

Pre-retirees expectations1

Retirees reality2

32

35

15

30

39

28
Part/full-time job

Sell primary

2009 HNW

23

27

10

Top methods used to fund retirement
Percent
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6

31

17

27

16

5

17

24
residence

Reduce/eliminate
amount of legacy

Home equity
loans/HELOCs

n/a

n/a

8

21

21

19

6

1 Pre-retirees who are extremely or very likely to use the retirement funding method
2 Retirees who have used or are extremely/very likely to use the retirement funding method

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey



However consumers are increasingly realizing they will need help –
DC participants interest in guaranteed income solutions and advice is 
rising

17%

Extremely 
interestedNot at all 

interested

DC participants interest in 
guaranteed retirement income

DC participants interest 
in receiving advice

11%

Extremely 
interested

Not at all 
interested
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39%

44%

Somewhat 
interested

SOURCE: 2009 McKinsey Retirement Consumer Survey

50%

39% Somewhat 
interested



Restoring American Retirement security will require focus on four 
fundamental drivers

Four drivers to restore American 
Retirement Security

Improve the accessibility of 
retirement plans

Increasing the participation and 
savings rate for all Americans and 
especially lower and middle income 

1

2
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especially lower and middle income 
households

Helping Americans better manage 
their in-retirement risks to draw a 
stable ‘retirement paycheck’

Enable individuals to work longer

3

4



1. Improve the accessibility of retirement plans

36% of households do not have access to workplace retirement plans, of 
which only 17% have an IRA, leaving 35 million households without any 
retirement plan

US households with workplace retirement plans1

%, 2007
HH with traditonal/Roth IRA accounts
%, 2007

Yes2

17%

41.8 M

Yes

= 100%
100% = 116 M
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SOURCE: SCF 2007; “The Role of IRAs in U.S. Households’ Saving for Retirement, 2008” ICI (2009); ICI; Cerulli; 

US Census Bureau; Statistics of US Businesses; Bureau of Labor statistics

1 Includes DC, DB, and SEP/SIMPLE IRA

64%

Yes2

36% No

83% No



Participation rate and contribution rates have stagnated in the last decade
2. Increasing the participation and savings rate 

And are even lower for lower income 
households

Savings and participation rates are low 
and have stagnated over the last 10 years

7.47.57.4 7.4
<6.3

Contribution rate
Percent

Contribution rate
Percent
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2003 20081998

5351
57

2003 20071997

<$50kOverall

40
53

<$50kOverall

Participation rate
Percent

Participation rate
Percent



Age at which HH starts saving

25 30 35 40

3% 68 53 41 30

RRI by age and contribution rate1

And are well below levels required to ensure 
a safe and dignified retirement

RRI<80 – Requiring to 
sacrifice basic needs

80<RRI<100 – Requiring to 
reduce discretionary spend

RRI>100 – Ensuring a safe 
and dignified retirement

2. Increasing the participation and savings rate 
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Annual 
contribution 
rate

5% 91 71 54 41

8% 125 97 74 56

10% 147 115 88 66

1 Contributions are to employer-sponsored DC plans; Assumes no defined benefit plan and Social Security payouts as scheduled; Assumes retirement 
at age 62

SOURCE: McKinsey Consumer Retirement Readiness Model



Being prepared for retirement implies more than just saving enough.  
Today, the aging American population is facing more in-retirement risks 
such as market, inflation, longevity and healthcare than in the past 

Odds of in retirement risks for Americans

3. Helping Americans better manage their in-retirement risks to draw a stable ‘retirement paycheck
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Note: Assumes a middle-income 45-year old with $55k in total financed assets, who saves at $10k per year until retirement
1 Longevity risk: 1 in 5 retireees will live at least until 90, but run out of money at age 85
2 Health risk: 1 in 7 people will run out of assets at age 90 due to disablility
3 Investment risk: 1 in 20 people will run out of assets at age 72 due to market performance

SOURCE: McKinsey Retirement Readiness Model



Many American households are today simply too short on time or lack the 
disposable income to address their gap; for these Americans, working 
longer will be the only solution to improve retirement security

4. Enabling Americans to work longer

100

86

63
+23pts

Retirement readiness index for the average American working HH if 
they work longer
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63

RRI if retiring at 62 RRI if retiring at 66 RRI if retiring at 70

SOURCE: McKinsey Retirement Readiness Model



However little incentives exist today to work longer
4. Enabling Americans to work longer

Social security’s early 
eligibility at age 62 acts as a 
signal to start claiming 
benefits and stop working

Higher health care costs for 
older workers have discouraged 
employers from retaining and 
hiring older workers

▪ 45% of 61 year olds expect to claim 
social security benefits at 62

▪ Average annual healthcare expenditure 
jumps from under $2,000 for a 25-29 year 
old to $6,700 for a 65-69 year old

▪ If an individual work beyond age 65, the 
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hiring older workers ▪ If an individual work beyond age 65, the 
employer’s health plan is primary to 
Medicare

Incentives in DB and law 
provisions limiting DB payments 
to active workers discourage 
retirees from continuing working

▪ Continued part-time work postpones the 
start of eligibility for receiving DB 
payments from 59.5 to 62 



Government and the private sector have a key role to play in restoring 
American retirement security

Improve the accessibility of 
retirement plans

Increasing the participation 
and savings rate for all 
Americans and especially 
lower and middle income 
households

1

2

▪ Universal retirement plan coverage (e.g., auto-IRA)
▪ Incentives for small businesses to set up plans

▪ Continued implementation of auto-enrollment
▪ Increased auto-default and auto-escalation rates
▪ Additional income segment tailored incentives (e.g., 

non tax payer incentives)
▪ Retaining or automatically rolling over assets at job 

change to reduce leakage
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Helping Americans better 
manage their in-retirement 
risks to draw a stable 
‘retirement paycheck’

Enable individuals to work 
longer

3

4

▪ Income guaranteed solutions to provide stable 
retirement paycheck

▪ Increased advice and education
▪ Outcome-oriented solutions protecting against market 

volatility risk, (e.g., inflation or principal-protected)

▪ Healthcare incentives for companies allowing 
employees to work longer

▪ Coverage for retirees working part time jobs


